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Floating reinforced concrete platform applicable to the marine wind power sector industry
Nº publicación AU2021269158A1 05/01/2023
Solicitantes

SEAPLACE S L

Resumen

A solution for a floating reinforced concrete wind power platform
for the mass production thereof, characterised by a geometric
design endowing the concrete with a natural hydrostatic
pre-stress, causing it to function under compaction. The
structural response of the platform is improved by working in
the most effective manner, and the appearance of fissures or
cracks in the concrete is avoided, reducing the permeability
thereof, and enabling a smaller quantity of steel rebars in the
structure, also increasing the safety during operation.
Furthermore, it has a system for anchoring the mooring lines to
the structure in the form of a reinforced concrete lattice for the
uniform distribution of the mooring tensions, minimising the
pre-stress at the higher part of the platform and increasing the
shear load area caused by the change in cross-section
between the platform and the wind turbine generator tower. The
geometric design further confers the versatility of being able to
adopt low-draught SPAR-type solutions, semi-submersibles,
barges or buoys, with the wind turbine generator installed
centrally or off-centre on the structure, thus adapting to different requirements of draught or environmental or logistical
requirements.
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A self-propelled floating structure and method of construction
Nº publicación AU2021258901A1 05/01/2023
Solicitantes

WINDTHRUST LTD

Resumen

Disclosed is a method of constructing a self-propelled floating
structure. The method may comprise coupling a plurality of
marine vessels together in a side by side spaced apart manner.
At least one of the marine vessels may comprise a propulsion
system and each marine vessel comprises a hull. The method
may also comprise forming a weather deck that spans the
plurality of marine vessels and spaces between the marine
vessels.

SHALLOW WATER FLOATING WIND POWER SYSTEM AND DYNAMIC CABLE ASSEMBLY THEREOF
Nº publicación WO2022267624A1 29/12/2022
Solicitantes

ZHONGTIAN TECH SUBMARINE CABLE CO LTD [CN]

Resumen

A shallow water floating wind power system and a dynamic
cable assembly thereof. The dynamic cable assembly for the
shallow water floating wind power system comprises a dynamic
cable (100), a plurality of buoyancy units, and a plurality of
connecting units (300). Each connecting unit (300) comprises a
mooring chain (310), an elastic cable (320) and an anchor
(340). The dynamic cable (100) is connected to a seabed (800)
by means of the mooring chains (310) and the elastic cables
(320); the connecting units (300) and the buoyancy units
together define a line shape of the dynamic cable (100),
wherein the line shape of the dynamic cable (100) comprises a
first valley section (110), a plurality of peak sections (120), and
second a valley section (130) between two adjacent peak
sections (120); each buoyancy unit comprises a plurality of
buoyancy blocks (200) disposed at the top end of the peak
section (120), and each connecting unit (300) is disposed on
the side of the peak section (120) away from a floating fan
(700). The shallow water floating wind power system comprises
the floating fan (700) and the dynamic cable assembly, wherein
the floating fan (700) is connected to the dynamic cable
assembly by means of a curvature limiting cylinder (500).
According to the dynamic cable assembly for the shallow water
floating wind power system, when the sea condition is severe,
the dynamic cable (100) does not drift in a large range, and
when the impact borne by the dynamic cable (100) is t
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Generation of Electrical Power Offshore
Nº publicación US2022411025A1 29/12/2022
Solicitantes

SUBSEA 7 NORWAY AS [NO]

Resumen

A floating power-generation group comprises a floating hub
such as a spar buoy that is anchored to subsea foundations by
anchor lines. Floating power producer units such as wind
turbines are connected electrically and mechanically to the hub.
The power producer units are each moored by mooring lines. At
least one mooring line extends inwardly toward the hub to effect
mechanical connection to the hub and at least one other
mooring line extends outwardly toward a subsea foundation.
The groups are combined as a set whose hubs are connected
electrically to each other via subsea energy storage units.
Anchor lines of different groups can share subsea foundations.
The storage units comprise pumping machinery to expel water
from an elongate storage volume and generating machinery to
generate electricity from a flow of water entering the storage
volume. The pumping machinery may be in deeper water than
the generating machinery.

FLOATING WIND TURBINE BLADE PITCH ADJUSTMENT FOR WAVE ACTIVITY
Nº publicación US2022412309A1 29/12/2022
Solicitantes

SIEMENS GAMESA RENEWABLE ENERGY AS [DK]

Resumen

Provided is a method, computing system, and computer
program product for reducing floating wind turbine loads
induced by ocean waves by adjusting a blade pitch angle of at
least one rotor blade of a floating wind turbine to minimize a
moment imbalance at a platform top of the floating wind turbine
caused by ocean wave activity.
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A FLOATING FABRICATION ARRANGEMENT AND A METHOD OF BUILDING FLOATING STRUCTURES
Nº publicación NO20210670A1 28/11/2022
Solicitantes

FRED OLSEN OCEAN LTD [NO]

Resumen

A floating fabrication arrangement for building of floating
structures (15). It comprises floating unit (1-4) having a
continuous deck, at least one crane (5, 6) attached to said
floating unit (1-4) and a mooring arrangement capable of
mooring the floating unit (1-4) in a floating state on a body of
water. The floating unit (1-4) having ballast chambers capable
of ballasting and de-ballasting the floating unit (1-4) between a
first building position where the floating unit (1-4) floats with the
deck above water in a substantially horizontal position and a
second inclined launch position, in which a first part of the deck
is submerged and a second part of the deck is above water. A
method of building floating structures is also described.

WAVE, WIND AND TIDAL ENERGY GENERATOR
Nº publicación US2022403825A1 22/12/2022
Solicitantes

TRIFLUX ENERGY LLC [US]

Resumen

A wind turbine and wave/tidal energy apparatus has a vertical axis blade assembly, a lower cylindrical tube and an
upper cylindrical tube. A rotor shaft is connected to the blade assembly and the upper cylindrical tube. A magnetic
chamber is housed inside an upper cylindrical frame and is connected with the blade assembly through the rotor
shaft. The frictionless levitation chamber is housed inside the upper cylindrical frame. The rotor shaft may protrude
through the magnetic chamber into the frictionless levitation chamber and may have a magnet attached on the end of
the rotor shaft. The magnetic array chamber is housed inside the lower cylindrical frame and may have a magnetic
array axle with plurality of fixed magnets on it. The magnetic array axle may protrude into the frictionless levitation
chamber and have a magnet attached to it. The floating inductive coil is located externally of the lower cylindrical
frame.
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Floating windmill
Nº publicación AU2021288250A1 15/12/2022
Solicitantes

VIK ODDMUND [NO]

Resumen

The invention provides a floating windmill, comprising a floating
element and a wind turbine. The floating windmill is
distinguished in that it further comprises: a tension leg, an
anchoring, a buoyancy element, a swivel and a cross bar,
wherein the swivel is arranged in the buoyancy element. In
operation, the floating windmill in operation is configured with
the wind turbine in an upper end of the floating element
extending up above the sea level, with a lower end or part of
the floating element submerged in the sea, with the cross bar in
one end connected to the lower part or end of the floating
element and in the opposite end connected to the buoyancy
element, with the buoyancy element fully submerged,
preferably at safe draught depth below surface for service
vessels and/or marine transport ships, with the tension leg
arranged between the buoyancy element and the anchoring on
the seabed. The floating windmill configured with the wind
turbine in the upper end can weathervane freely around the
buoyancy element, wherein in a low force condition when the
forces by ocean current, wind and waves are low the floating
element, the buoyancy element and the tension leg is oriented
in substance in vertical direction and the cross bar is oriented in
substance in horizontal direction, wherein in a high force
condition when the forces by ocean current, wind and waves
are high the shape of the floating element, cross bar, buoyancy element and tension leg is stretched by the forces to
pr

SUPPORT STRUCTURE FOR WIND POWER GENERATION DEVICE AND WIND POWER GENERATION DEVICE
Nº publicación US2022381226A1 01/12/2022
Solicitantes

MITSUBISHI HEAVY IND LTD [JP]

Resumen

A support structure for a wind power generation device
comprises: a plurality of floats that can float on the surface of
water or in the water; a connecting member having one end
connected to one of the floats and the other end connected to
another of the floats among the plurality of floats; a support
platform that is provided between the plurality of floats and
supports the bottom end of a tower part of the wind power
generation device; a linear wire member having one end
connected to one of the floats and the other end connected to
the support platform; and a support member that is provided on
the floats or on the connecting member and supports the tower
part, which is supported on the support platform, from a lateral
direction while the support member being movable along the
axial direction of the tower part.
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DUAL FLOATS BASED WAVE ENERGY CONVERTOR
Nº publicación AU2022256200A1 24/11/2022
Solicitantes

LAM THANH TRI [AU]

Resumen

A type of point absorber wave energy convertor is developed
based on dual floats for generating differential motions of rotors
and stators of generators. Then, instead of simply deploying
vertical motions of waves, the wave energy convertor is
enhanced with a rotational mechanism for deploying horizontal
motions of waves.

FLOATING-ASSISTING AND AUXILIARY SINKING STRUCTURE OF OFFSHORE WIND POWER SET HAVING SUCTION
BUCKET FOUNDATION
Nº publicación WO2022236677A1 17/11/2022
Solicitantes

UNIV TIANJIN [CN]

Resumen

Disclosed in the present invention is a floating-assisting and auxiliary sinking structure of an offshore wind power set
having a suction bucket foundation, the structure comprising an upper support capable of floating on a water surface,
and a lower support capable of synchronously sinking with a support structure. The upper support comprises an
upper buoyancy tank, an upper transverse connector and an upper hold hoop, wherein the upper transverse
connector is respectively fixedly connected to the upper buoyancy tank and the upper hold hoop, and the upper hold
hoop is used for being sleeved on the outside of the support structure. The upper support and the support structure
can move relative to each other in a vertical direction. The upper support and the support structure are connected to
each other in a limiting manner, so that the upper support can right the support structure when the support structure
sinks. The lower support comprises a lower buoyancy tank, a lower transverse connector and a lower hold hoop,
wherein the lower transverse connector is respectively fixedly connected to the lower buoyancy tank and the lower
hold hoop, the lower hold hoop can tightly hold the support structure, and the height of the tank bottom of the lower
buoyancy tank can be adjusted. Compared with the prior art, the present invention can realize long-distance floating
transportation and deep sea installation of an offshore wind power set having a suction bucket foundation, and can
improv
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FLOATING STRUCTURE AND METHOD OF ASSEMBLING FLOATING STRUCTURE
Nº publicación WO2022239604A1 17/11/2022
Solicitantes

MITSUBISHI HEAVY IND LTD [JP]
MITSUBISHI POWER LTD [JP]

Resumen

The floating structure according to the at least one embodiment
comprises: a floating body including one or more buoyant
bodies provided around the structure; and a plurality of first
supporting wires which are provided between the structure and
the floating bodies and which are configured to transfer the
self-weight of the structure to the floating body. Each of the first
supporting wires has one end connected to a floating body and
the other end connected to the structure below the one end.

A FLOATING WIND POWER PLANT AND ASSOCIATED EQUIPMENT
Nº publicación WO2022235169A1 10/11/2022
Solicitantes

WIND CATCHING SYSTEMS AS [NO]

Resumen

A floating wind power plant designed as a semi-submersible trimaran (1), comprises an elongated hull (lb) arranged
to be submerged in a body ow water (W), wherein the hull comprises a two buoyant structures (2, 23) and one of the
buoyant structures (23) comprises a turret whereby the hull may be moored to a seabed. A deck structure (5) is
arranged on the other buoyant structure (2) and extending transversely to the hull and being supported by first and
second lateral buoyant structures (3, 4). The entire plant may rotate around the turret. The wind power plant further
comprises a turbine elevator (13) comprising an elevator platform (13a) with two arms (14) being movably connected
to and supported by respective towers.
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FLEXIBLE INTERLINKED WAVE ENERGY SYSTEM FOR UTILITY SCALE PLANTS
Nº publicación AU2022221376A1 10/11/2022
Solicitantes

LAM THANH TRI [AU]

Resumen

The Flexible Interlinked Wave Energy System (FIWES) is
composed of wave energy converters structurally and flexibly
interlinked together. The system is further integrated with other
developed subsystems: twisting oscillated transmission
systems, bidirectional linear transmission systems, distributed
floating damping systems, motion controlled systems and
enhanced structures.

LIQUID KINETIC DAMPING FLOAT
Nº publicación AU2022218637A1 10/11/2022
Solicitantes

LAM THANH TRI [AU]

Resumen

Kinetic Damping implies the progress of regulating energy,
subjected to some kind of damping, transmitted from waves
through transmission systems to electric power generators,
allowing the generators to receive energy from waves in a
better regulated time history amount of energy: the kinetic
energy is redistributed and transformed over time by a damper
called "Kinetic Damper". The Liquid Kinetic Damping Float is a
float with partially filled water, floating and sliding along a
Floating Post, working as both a structural (inertial and
hydrodynamic) damper and a Kinetic Damper.
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SUBMERGED HANGING HOLLOW DAMPER
Nº publicación AU2022218600A1 10/11/2022
Solicitantes

LAM THANH TRI [AU]

Resumen

The Submerged Hanging Hollow Damper (SHHD), which is
defined to be a type of Inertial Hydrodynamic Based Dampers,
is to be able to damp floating objects based on inertial or
hydrodynamic forces when being hung underneath water
surface. The SHHD is developed in different versions based on
inertial or hydrodynamic forces. A type of hanging rope
structure, the SHHD Net-Bag, which is required for the SHHD,
is also included.

FLEXIBLE COMPRESSIBLE NET OF ROPES
Nº publicación AU2022218638A1 10/11/2022
Solicitantes

LAM THANH TRI [AU]

Resumen

The Flexible Compressible Net of Ropes (FCNR) is a
combination of two or three-dimensional flexible structures of
ropes or cables and Compressional Bars for supporting light
loads such as solar panels, particularly, light reinforced flexible
solar panels. The Compressional Bars are secured in the
FCNR where required to be capable to compressional forces.
Otherwise, where required to be capable to tensional forces,
ropes or cables are responsible. It can be understood that
these Compressional Bars are "floating" individually in the net
of ropes to form a structure called FCNR which is capable to
bear loads with compressional forces generated.
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TWISTING OSCILLATED MECHANICAL POWER TRANSMISSION SYSTEM
Nº publicación AU2022218586A1 10/11/2022
Solicitantes

LAM THANH TRI [AU]

Resumen

Mechanical power transmission applied for distributed floating
energy systems must cope with fluctuated/ oscillated motions
caused by waves which makes components of the transmission
systems displaced complexly while it is rotating. The Twisting
Oscillated Mechanical Power Transmission System (TOMPTS)
is developed to apply for both linear to rotational and rotational
to rotational transmission systems using Drive Ropes. The most
significant features are to be able to maintain low transmission
efficiency while the systems are working on highly fluctuated/
oscillated water surfaces, causing floating components twisting
complexly.

SYSTEMS AND METHODS FOR A RACK STRUCTURE FOR A TRANSPORT VESSEL ADAPTED FOR USE WITH AN
OFFSHORE SELF-ELEVATING VESSEL
Nº publicación US2022355907A1 10/11/2022
Solicitantes

FRIEDE & GOLDMAN LLC D/B/A FRIEDE & GOLDMAN LTD [US]

Resumen

A deployed L-shaped rack structure interengaged with a
self-elevating vessel is used for supporting a feeder transport
vessel, such as an ocean or sea barge, to eliminate relative
motion or movement between the vessels. Some of the
proposed rack structures are movable between a stowed
position and a deployed position. The method of use for the
movable rack structures includes the self-elevating vessel
arriving at a predetermined location, elevating the hull of the
self-elevating to a suitable height above the sea surface at a
desired still water line (SWL) to create an air gap, and then
deploying the rack structure. A feeder transport vessel, with its
cargo and/or components, can then be floated over the
deployed rack structure. The self-elevating vessel then uses its
jacking system including a plurality of legs supported on the
seabed to raise the feeder transport vessel and its cargo and/or
components to a desired height above the SWL. From this
position relative motion between the self-elevating vessel and
transport vessel is eliminated so that the self-elevating vessel
lifting device, such as a crane, can be more safely used to
install energy components, such as wind turbine components. A
bottom supported tower/column section could also be
assembled and installed in seabed using the self-elevating
vessel and rack structure along with the lifting device. A fixed
rack structure system and its method can also be advantageously used with a self-elevating vessel. The systems a
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A BUOYANT STRUCTURE FOR RECEIVING A TOWER OF A WIND TURBINE IN OFFSHORE DEPLOYMENT
Nº publicación WO2022231511A1 03/11/2022
Solicitantes

SEMBCORP MARINE INTEGRATED YARD PTE LTD [SG]

Resumen

Disclosed herein is a buoyant structure for offshore deployment. The buoyant structure comprises a first deck having
a first channel through the first deck; a second deck having a second channel through the second deck, wherein the
first deck and second deck are coupled to each other and arranged spaced apart from each other; and a plurality of
floatable substructures coupled to and around at least one of the first deck and the second deck, the plurality of
floatable substructures arranged spaced apart from one another, wherein the first channel and the second channel
are aligned to receive at least a portion of a tower of a wind turbine.

BUOYANT STRUCTURE FOR RECEIVING A TOWER OF A WIND TURBINE IN OFFSHORE DEPLOYMENT
Nº publicación US2022348288A1 03/11/2022
Solicitantes

SEMBCORP MARINE INTEGRATED YARD PTE LTD [SG]

Resumen

Disclosed herein is a buoyant structure for offshore deployment. The buoyant structure comprises a first deck having
a first channel through the first deck; a second deck having a second channel through the second deck, wherein the
first deck and second deck are coupled to each other and arranged spaced apart from each other; and a plurality of
floatable substructures coupled to and around at least one of the first deck and the second deck, the plurality of
floatable substructures arranged spaced apart from one another, wherein the first channel and the second channel
are aligned to receive at least a portion of a tower of a wind turbine.

SURFACE DISTRIBUTED DAMPING SYSTEM FOR THREE DIMENSIONAL INTERLINKED FLOATING OBJECTS
Nº publicación AU2022221575A1 03/11/2022
Solicitantes

LAM THANH TRI [AU]

Resumen

A distributed damping system, which is stretched close to water
surface, applied for damping and stabilizing a large number of
floating objects.

VERTICAL DAMPING NET FOR THREE DIMENSIONAL INTERLINKED FLOATING OBJECTS
Nº publicación AU2022221577A1 03/11/2022
Solicitantes

LAM THANH TRI [AU]

Resumen

The Vertical Damping Net for Three Dimensional Interlinked Floating Objects (VDN3DIFO) is developed to form
distributed damping systems forthree dimensional floating objects working together as a whole system.
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SURROUNDING PRESTRESSED FLOATING POST
Nº publicación AU2022218552A1 03/11/2022
Solicitantes

LAM THANH TRI [AU]

Resumen

Floating Posts are posts bearing components of floating energy
systems such as guiding (Vertically) Slidable Floats for
harvesting wave energy. It is responsible for stability and
functions of the system's structure floating on the body of water.
Surrounding Prestressed Floating Post (SPFP)s, which are
focused to develop, are enhanced from the Floating Posts by
integrating Prestressed Ropes/ Cables to prevent bending and
twisting while supporting (Vertically) Slidable Floats to slide a
long their bodies for generating electricity from waves. (c) (d)
(e) (f) ( )( Figure 32

METHOD OF AUTOMATIC CONTROLLED STATIONED ROPE
Nº publicación AU2022218615A1 03/11/2022
Solicitantes

LAM THANH TRI [AU]

Resumen

Stationed Ropes, which function as anchored ropes in order to
maintain structures of wave energy systems floating with
damping systems integrated for resisting vertical motions in
order to generate electricity, are required to be extended and
retracted in order to adapt changes of the water surface over
time. The method sets to activate retracting or extending with
respect to changes of water surface, being identified by tops
and bottoms of waves, covering tides and tsunamis.
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FLEXIBLE POROUS NET OF WAVE ABSORBERS OR DAMPERS
Nº publicación AU2022218550A1 03/11/2022
Solicitantes

LAM THANH TRI [AU]

Resumen

The Flexible Porous Net of Wave Absorbers/ Dampers
(FPNWA/D) is a net composed of Flexible Elements such as
ropes or cables and any kinds of wave absorbers or dampers
which are secured to nodes of the net, working as a distributed
floating damping system as well as a mooring/ anchoring
systems for distributed floating objects.

NET OF VERTICAL CONNECTIONS FOR THE SYSTEM OF THREE-DIMENSIONAL FLEXIBLE POROUS NET OF MULTIPLE
FLOATING OBJECTS
Nº publicación AU2022218538A1 03/11/2022
Solicitantes

LAM THANH TRI [AU]

Resumen

The Net of Vertical Connections is required for stability of
three-dimensional floating objects as it helps to prevent
capsizing. In addition, it also provides damping efficiencies to
the floating objects of the System of Three-Dimensional
Flexible Porous Net of Multiple Floating Objects (3DFPNFO).
The System of Three-Dimensional Flexible Porous Net of
Multiple Floating Objects (3DFPNFO) with the Net of Vertical
Connections integrated (1) Floating Objects (2) Water level (3)
Net of Horizontal Lower Connections with Horizontal Lower
Elements. (4) Net of Horizontal Upper Connections with
Horizontal Upper Elements. (5) Net of Vertical Connections with
Vertical Crossed Elements. (6) The Flexible Porous Net of
Wave Absorbers/ Dampers (including #7) (7) Wave Absorbers/
Dampers. (8) Net of Horizontal Lower/ Upper Connections with
Horizontal Lower Crossed Elements (#8b) and Horizontal
Upper Crossed Elements (#8d). (9) Pulling Forces (opposite of
the tensional forces) are pulling floating objects. (a) (b) 8b (c)
(d) 8d Figure 6 (con.)
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SYSTEM OF THREE-DIMENSIONAL FLEXIBLE POROUS NET OF MULTIPLE FLOATING OBJECTS
Nº publicación AU2022218537A1 03/11/2022
Solicitantes

LAM THANH TRI [AU]

Resumen

In addition to typical methods to station, individually, offshore
floating objects such as wind turbines, a solution of gathering
these floating objects, if they are small enough, working
together as a whole, is developed. The System of
Three-Dimensional Flexible Porous Net of Multiple Floating
Objects (3DFPNFO) (1) Floating Objects (2) Water level (3) Net
of Horizontal Lower Connections with Horizontal Lower
Elements. (4) Net of Horizontal Upper Connections with
Horizontal Upper Elements. (5) Net of Vertical Connections with
Vertical Crossed Elements. (6) The Flexible Porous Net of
Wave Absorbers/ Dampers (including #7) (7) Wave Absorbers/
Dampers. (8) Net of Horizontal Lower/ Upper Connections with
Horizontal Lower Crossed Elements (#8b) and Horizontal
Upper Crossed Elements (#8d). (9) Pulling Forces (opposite of
the tensional forces) are pulling floating objects. (a) (b) 8b (c)
(d) 8d Figure 6 (con.)

Floating vessel for energy harvesting
Nº publicación AU2021255036A1 03/11/2022
Solicitantes

OFFSHORE POWER PLANT

Resumen

The invention relates to a floating vessel (1) for energy
harvesting, comprising:a hull (2), and a wave power plant (10).
The wave power plant comprises:an inlet (11) arranged to
receive waves of water, said inlet (11) leading to a transport
channel (12) arranged with an angle to convey and lift water
entering the inlet (11),5said transport channel (12) leading to an
elevated basin (13) arranged to receive water, and said basin
(13) having an outlet to a turbine (14T) below said basin (13),
said turbine (14T) running an electrical generator (14G) for
converting the potential energy of the water to electrical energy.
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Indoor decoration green energy-saving window structure
Nº publicación CN217681481U 28/10/2022
Solicitantes

BAINIAN CLASSIC DECORATION DESIGN ENG CO LTD

Resumen

The utility model relates to the techni cal field of windows, and discloses an interior decoration green energy-saving
window structure which comprises a win dow frame and a window sash movably ins talled in the window frame, the
front e nd face of the window frame is fixedly installed on an air pipe, a device groo ve is formed in the top end face of
the window frame, and a twisted rod is mov ably installed in the device groove in the left-right direction. A sliding rai l
is fixedly installed on the front sid e of the bottom end face of the device groove, a sliding block is movably inst alled
on the top end face of the slidin g rail, the sliding block can slide lef t and right on the upper end face of th e sliding
rail, brush plates are fixedl y installed on the front end face and t he rear end face of the sliding block, and the brush
plates are connected with the twist rod. The wind power driving device is connected with the twisted ro d belt through
a transmission belt. Acc ording to the utility model, when the t wisted rod rotates around the same dire ction, the
brush plate can reciprocate left and right, so that floating ash on the front side of the window sash is r emoved, the
maintenance frequency is re duced, the cleaning water is indirectly reduced, and the environment-friendly property is
very good.

Lightweight guide frame
Nº publicación CN217679076U 28/10/2022
Solicitantes

GLOBAL OCEAN ENG TIANJIN CO LTD

Resumen

According to the light-weight guide fra me, a hoisting structural part (2) of a floating type hoisting point structure is
connected with a frame body structu ral part (1) through a steel wire rope (3), a floating crane hoists the hoisti ng
structural part (2) to a target stat ion, and after the frame body structura l part (1) sinks into a seabed by a des igned
depth, the steel wire rope (3) be tween the hoisting structural part (2) and the frame body structural part (1) is in a
tensioned state. According to t he light-weight guide frame, the weight can be reduced through the floating po int
hoisting structure to achieve light weight, so that materials are saved, t he weight is reduced, manufacturing cos t is
greatly reduced, installation can be achieved through a small-tonnage flo ating crane in the follow-up installati on
process, construction cost is furthe r reduced, and construction efficiency is improved. And popularization and app
lication of the guide frame are facilit ated.

SEMI-SUBMERSIBLE FLOATING PLATFORM FOR DEPLOYMENT OF SINGLE-COLUMN SEMI-SUBMERSIBLE FLOATING
FOUNDATION
Nº publicación WO2022225403A1 27/10/2022
Solicitantes

STATIONMAR AS [NO]

Resumen

A semi-submersible floating platform (1) is configured for supporting and transporting a column structure (2), and
comprises a plurality of buoyant columns (4a-c) interconnected by a support structure (5) having an adaptive opening
(7) for axial and radial fastening of the column structure (2). Each column (4) comprises ballasting means (16, 17)
whereby the draft may be controlled, and each column (4) comprises an active heave motion neutralization system
that may be operated independently, such that the platform (1) may be maintained stable and level when handling the
structure (2), for example during transit, separation and docking. A method of operating the platform involves the
operation of valves (20, 22) to control the pressure inside a reservoir (12) in order to control the water level (11) in a
rise canister (30) in one or more of the columns (4a-c).
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Wind-powered Computing Buoy
Nº publicación AU2022241584A1 27/10/2022
Solicitantes

LONE GULL HOLDINGS LTD [US]

Resumen

WIND-POWERED COMPUTING BUOY Disclosed is a novel
type of computing apparatus which is integrated within a buoy
that obtains the energy required to power its computing
operations from winds that travel 5 across the surface of the
body of water on which the buoy floats. Additionally, these self
powered computing buoys utilize their close proximity to a body
of water in order to significantly lower the cost and complexity
of cooling their computing circuits. Computing tasks of an
arbitrary nature are supported, as is the incorporation and/or
utilization of computing circuits specialized for the execution of
specific types of computing tasks. And, 10 each buoy's receipt
of a computational task, and its return of a computational result,
may be accomplished through the transmission of data across
satellite links, fiber optic cables, LAN cables, radio, modulated
light, microwaves, and/or any other channel, link, connection,
and/or network.
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METHOD OF OFFSHORE MOUNTING A WIND TURBINE
Nº publicación US2022341397A1 27/10/2022
Solicitantes

SIEMENS GAMESA RENEWABLE ENERGY AS [DK]

Resumen

A method of offshore mounting a wind turbine, the wind turbine
including a foundation, a tower, a nacelle and a plurality of
blade is provided. The method includes the steps of: a)
mounting the foundation on a sea ground; b) mounting the
tower to the foundation; c) mounting the nacelle to the tower;
and d) mounting the plurality of blades to the nacelle. At least
one of the steps a) through c) is performed by use of at least
one floating vessel which is exclusively supported by buoyancy
when performing the at least one of the steps a) through c).

WIND-POWERED COMPUTING BUOY
Nº publicación US2022340240A1 27/10/2022
Solicitantes

LONE GULL HOLDINGS LTD [US]

Resumen

Disclosed is a novel type of computing apparatus which is
integrated within a buoy that obtains the energy required to
power its computing operations from waves that travel across
the surface of the body of water on which the buoy floats.
Additionally, these self-powered computing buoys utilize their
close proximity to a body of water in order to significantly lower
the cost and complexity of cooling their computing circuits.
Computing tasks of an arbitrary nature are supported, as is the
incorporation and/or utilization of computing circuits specialized
for the execution of specific types of computing tasks. And,
each buoy's receipt of a computational task, and its return of a
computational result, may be accomplished through the
transmission of data across satellite links, fiber optic cables,
LAN cables, radio, modulated light, microwaves, and/or any
other channel, link, connection, and/or network.
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Floating type wind turbine generator buoy water seepage monitoring device
Nº publicación CN217654708U 25/10/2022
Solicitantes

MING YANG SMART ENERGY GROUP CO LTD

Resumen

The utility model discloses a floating type wind turbine generator buoy water seepage monitoring device, which
compri ses a controller, a plurality of groups of inductive sensors, a plurality of f ixed value resistors, an insulating par
t and a connecting lead, the controller is arranged at the top of a tower drum of a unit and is positioned at a top i nlet
of a buoy, the plurality of groups of inductive sensors are uniformly dis tributed on the inner wall of the buoy along the
circumferential direction of the buoy, and the plurality of fixed va lue resistors are connected with the in sulating part.
Each group of inductive sensors comprises a first bare wire and a second bare wire which are arranged on the inner
wall of the buoy in a V-li ke shape, a uniform distance is kept be tween the first bare wire and the secon d bare wire,
one group of inductive sen sors is correspondingly connected in se ries with a fixed-value resistor, and e very two
groups of inductive sensors ar e mutually insulated by adopting an ins ulating part. According to the utility model,
low-cost and high-reliability re al-time monitoring is realized aiming a t the sealing performance of the floati ng fan
buoy in a special process and a special working environment.

FLOATING VESSEL FOR ENERGY HARVESTING
Nº publicación DK202270497A1 19/10/2022
Solicitantes

OFFSHORE POWER PLANT [NO]

Resumen

The invention relates to a floating vessel (1) for energy
harvesting, comprising: a hull (2), and a wave power plant (10).
The wave power plant comprises: an inlet (11) arranged to
receive waves of water, said inlet (11) leading to a transport
channel (12) arranged with an angle to convey and lift water
entering the inlet (11), said transport channel (12) leading to an
elevated basin (13) arranged to receive water, and said basin
(13) having an outlet to a turbine (14T) below said basin (13),
said turbine (14T) running an electrical generator (14G) for
converting the potential energy of the water to electrical energy.
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OFFSHORE WIND TURBINE WITH A FLOATING PLATFORM
Nº publicación DK202170169A1 19/10/2022
Solicitantes

STIESDAL OFFSHORE AS [DK]

Resumen

An offshore wind turbine system comprising a wind turbine (8)
in combination with a floating platform (1). The platform (1)
comprises three buoyancy modules (6) in corners (5A, 5B, 5C)
of a triangular configuration. The tower (2) is located
off-centered near a baseline (3) of the triangle midway between
two buoyancy modules (6) that are located at the ends of the
baseline.

Cement-based material semi-submersible wind power platform
Nº publicación CN217624012U 21/10/2022
Solicitantes

UNIV WUHAN TECH
HUBEI HELI JIUSHENG CONCRETE CO LTD

Resumen

The utility model discloses a cement-ba sed material semi-submersible wind powe r platform which comprises a
floating f oundation, a heaving plate, an outer st and column and an inner stand column wh ich are all made of
ultra-high performa nce concrete, the floating foundation c omprises a plurality of box girders, an d the box girders are
connected togethe r end to end, so that the whole floatin g foundation is polygonal; one heaving plate is arranged at
the joint of any t wo adjacent box girders in a cast-in-pl ace manner; each heaving plate is fixed ly provided with one
outer stand column , and the outer stand columns are locat ed above the heaving plates. The outer stand columns
surround the inner stand column, each outer stand column is conn ected with the inner stand column throu gh an
upper connecting rod, and each he aving plate is connected with the inner stand column through a lower connectin g
rod. Each box girder, each outer stan d column and each inner stand column ar e of a hollow structure. The utility mo
del has the advantages of stable struct ure, strong corrosion resistance and go od application prospect in the ocean
wi nd power platform.

Floating operation platform for corrosion prevention and maintenance of offshore wind power steel pipe piles
Nº publicación CN217624008U 21/10/2022
Solicitantes

FUJIAN SANCHUAN OFFSHORE WIND POWER CO LTD
FUJIAN HAIDIAN OPERATION AND MAINTENANCE TECH CO LTD

Resumen

The utility model relates to the techni cal field of offshore wind power equipm ent, in particular to a floating operat ion
platform for corrosion prevention a nd maintenance of offshore wind power s teel pipe piles. Comprising an annular
operation platform which is arranged on the sea surface and arranged outside a n offshore wind power steel pipe pile
i n a sleeving mode, the inner diameter o f a ring corresponding to the annular o peration platform is larger than the
ou ter diameter of the offshore wind power steel pipe pile, and a first anti-coll ision device is arranged on the inner s
ide wall of the ring corresponding to t he annular operation platform. And a wo rker can conveniently maintain the oute
r surface of the offshore wind power st eel pipe pile through supporting of the annular working platform. And meanwhil
e, the first anti-collision device is a rranged on the corresponding annular in ner side wall of the annular operation
platform, the situation that in the ins tallation, disassembly and maintenance operation process of the annular operat
ion platform, the annular operation pla tform collides with the offshore wind p ower steel pipe pile, and consequently a
surface anti-corrosion coating is scr atched or damaged can be avoided, and t he workload of later coating repairing
is effectively reduced.
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Offshore floating body
Nº publicación CN217624018U 21/10/2022
Solicitantes

ZHIQING ZHONGWEI TECH BEIJING CO LTD

Resumen

The utility model relates to the techni cal field of offshore operation equipme nt, and discloses an offshore floating
body which comprises a floating body, t he floating body comprises a sealed she ll, a lifting device used for controlli
ng the immersion depth of the floating body is arranged below the shell, and t he lifting device comprises a lifting c
hain, a winding assembly and a driving mechanism. The winding assembly compris es a support fixed to the bottom
of the outer side of the shell, a roller is r otationally connected to the support, a lifting chain is wound around the roll
er, the driving mechanism comprises a l ifting motor fixed to the bottom of the inner side of the shell, and the lifti ng
motor drives the roller to rotate th rough a transmission device at the bott om of the outer side of the shell. A le veling
mechanism for adjusting the bala nce of the floating body is arranged on the floating body and comprises four l
eveling devices which are uniformly dis tributed in the circumferential directi on of the floating body. The floating s
tability of the floating body in seawat er is improved, the cost of the floatin g body is reduced, the balance performa
nce of the floating body is improved, a nd the influence of water level fluctua tion on the floating body is reduced.

ADAPTIVE FLEXIBLE HYBRID ENERGY SYSTEMS OF SOLAR, WAVE AND WIND FOR UTILITY SCALE PLANTS
Nº publicación AU2022218536A1 20/10/2022
Solicitantes

LAM THANH TRI [AU]

Resumen

This invention focuses to the development of the Adaptive Flexible Hybrid Energy Systems of Solar, Wave, and Wind
(HESSWW) including its subsystems and components such as the 3DFPNFO (a 3D flexible floating structure), the
Flexible Interlinked Wave Energy System (FIWES), transmission systems, damping systems and the Adaptive Solar
Energy System (ASES). Wind turbines are also included. Integrations of the above subsystems are also included.
The Centred Prestressed Rope Beam (CPRB) (2) Hollow Tube (12) Circular Rope Supports (13) Tensional Rope/
Cable (a) 13 12( (b) 1-2 (c) Figure 1 The Compressional Beam (a) (b) (c) Figure 2

A FLOATING METAL PLATFORM
Nº publicación US2022332395A1 20/10/2022
Solicitantes

CLOVERS AS [NO]

Resumen

A floating metal platform for supporting an offshore installation
includes three elongated elements. Each elongated element
includes a first elongated member; a second elongated member
parallel to the first elongated member; and at least a first
buoyancy element connected to the first elongated member and
the second elongated member. Each elongated element has a
first end and an opposite second end. One of the first end or
the second end of each of the elongated elements is connected
to one of the first end or the second end of at least one of the
other elongated elements. A floating wind turbine includes the
floating metal platform; a tower connected to the platform; and
a horizontal axis wind turbine connected to the tower.
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CONTROL SYSTEM FOR STABILIZING A FLOATING WIND TURBINE
Nº publicación US2022332392A1 20/10/2022
Solicitantes

SIEMENS GAMESA RENEWABLE ENERGY AS [DK]

Resumen

Provided is a control system for stabilizing a floating wind
turbine, the comprising a detection device for monitoring an
offset from a predetermined floater pitch angle and/or an offset
from a predetermined floater yaw angle, wherein the detection
device is further configured for monitoring an oscillating motion
of the floater pitch angle and/or the floater yaw angle, wherein
the predetermined floater pitch angle and floater yaw angle
define a predetermined balanced state of the floating wind
turbine, wherein a threshold of the oscillating motion of the
floater pitch angle and the oscillating motion of the floater yaw
angle further define the predetermined balanced state of the
floating wind turbine, and an actuation device configured for
manipulating the oscillating motion of the floater pitch angle
and/or the oscillating motion of the floater yaw angle until the
predetermined balanced state of the floating wind turbine is
met.

Floating type platform and offshore wind power system
Nº publicación CN217598795U 18/10/2022
Solicitantes

HUANENG CLEAN ENERGY RES INST
CHINA HUANENG GROUP CO LTD NANFANG BRANCH
HUANENG GUANGDONG SHANTOU OFFSHORE WIND POWER CO LTD
HUANENG OFFSHORE WIND POWER SCIENCE AND TECH RESEARCH CO LTD

Resumen

The utility model discloses a floating type platform and an offshore wind powe r system. The floating platform compris
es a platform body. The floating ball a ssembly is arranged below the platform body and comprises an opening and
closi ng installation part and a floating bal l located in the opening and closing in stallation part, the opening and closin
g installation part comprises a first o pening and closing part, a second openi ng and closing part and a locking struc
ture used for locking the first opening and closing part and the second openin g and closing part, and the first openi
ng and closing part and the second open ing and closing part are rotationally c onnected; the first opening and closing
piece and the second opening and closi ng piece are connected to form an accom modating space capable of
accommodating the floating ball; and the supporting column is connected with the platform m ain body and the
opening and closing mo unting piece. The floating platform pro vided by the utility model can be mount ed by adopting
a floating method, so th at the operation and maintenance diffic ulty and the mounting difficulty of the floating platform
are reduced, and the maintenance efficiency and the replace ment efficiency of the floating platfor m are improved.
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FLOATING PLATFORM AND FLOATING OFFSHORE WIND POWER EQUIPMENT COMPRISING SAME
Nº publicación WO2022216001A1 13/10/2022
Solicitantes

POSCO [KR]

Resumen

A floating platform and floating offshore wind power equipment
comprising same are disclosed. The floating offshore wind
power equipment according to an embodiment may comprise: a
power generation unit which is provided at the top to perform a
wind power generation operation; and a floating platform which
supports the power generation unit in a floating state on the
sea, wherein: the floating platform comprises a plurality of floats
which are provided to have a hollow cylindrical shape and
erected vertically, and connection beams which are connected
between the plurality of floats to bind the floats to each other;
and spiral strakes are provided at the outer circumferences of
the lower areas of the respective floats while avoiding the
connection positions of the connection beams.

OFFSHORE FLOATING-TYPE WAVE ENERGY POWER GENERATION COMBINED APPARATUS
Nº publicación WO2022213225A1 13/10/2022
Solicitantes

LI WENBO [CN]

Resumen

An offshore floating-type wave energy power generation combined apparatus: a set of floating platforms are arranged
in the water, and a water turbine, a pendulum-type equal wave energy conversion apparatus, a vertical shaft wind
power generation and solar power generation apparatus, and so on which are arranged along a shore are carried on
the platforms in the water; and the mechanical energy of the water turbine and the hydraulic energy of the swinging of
a swing plate are used to drive a generator to generate electricity, which is complementary to wind power generation
and solar power generation. The apparatus is also provided with the function of collecting naturally evaporated fresh
water and rainwater. The power generation above and the acquisition of fresh water do not consume any fossil
energy; each group of apparatuses can be flexibly connected and infinitely expanded, cover the surface of the water,
and maximize the capture of wave energy for power generation. The present invention has a simple structure, low
costs and high efficiency. The apparatus can be made and put into production quickly, and quickly forms power
supply and water supply capabilities.

Batch floating transportation system for steel pipe pile foundations of offshore wind plant
Nº publicación CN217575539U 14/10/2022
Solicitantes

HUANENG CLEAN ENERGY RES INST
HUANENG ZHEJIANG ENERGY DEV CO LTD CLEAN ENERGY BRANCH

Resumen

The utility model discloses a batch flo ating transportation system for steel p ipe pile foundations of an offshore win d
plant, and belongs to the technical f ield of offshore wind power constructio n transportation. Comprising an air bag
device, a steel pipe pile fixing devic e, an inflation device, a floating tran sportation dragging cable, an inflation pipe
and a carrier. The multiple steel pipe piles are fixed to the steel pipe pile fixing devices, and each steel pi pe pile is
filled with the correspondin g air bag device. The two ends of the f loating transportation dragging cable a re
connected with the steel pipe pile f ixing device and the carrier correspond ingly. One end of the inflation tube is
connected with the inflation device, a nd the other end of the inflation tube is connected with each air bag device. The
system is reasonable in design and simple in construction, does not depend on special ship machine equipment and
tools, reduces the transportation diffi culty and cost, and has a good applicat ion prospect.
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METHOD FOR CONTROLLING AN OFFSHORE FLOATING TOWER WIND TURBINE, AND CONTROL SYSTEM AND WIND
TURBINE THAT USE THE METHOD
Nº publicación US2022325695A1 13/10/2022
Solicitantes

ESTEYCO S A [ES]

Resumen

The invention relates to a control method for controlling an
offshore floating tower wind turbine and to various systems and
a wind turbine that use said method. The invention is mainly
based on the control of the pitch angle of the blades of the wind
turbine by means of power levels different from rated power,
depending on the movement conditions to which the wind
turbine is subjected at sea, and for above rated operating
conditions wind speed. Owing to the described method, the
invention allows the movements experienced by the wind
turbine to be reduced, using the energy performance thereof
more efficiently, without detriment to the service life thereof.

A semi-submersible service vessel for a floating installation and method therefor
Nº publicación DK202100330A1 06/10/2022
Solicitantes

MAERSK SUPPLY SERVICE AS [DK]

Resumen

A semi-submersible service vessel for a floating installation has
a hull and a ballasting system. The ballasting system is
arranged to selectively lower the hull to a first draft and raise
the hull to a second draft. The second draft is smaller than the
first draft. At least one submersed elongate lifting fork is fixed to
the hull and is configured to extend across the underside of the
floating installation and engage the underside of the floating
installation when the hull is raised from the first draft to the
second draft. Wherein the at least one lifting fork is arranged to
lift the entire floating installation when the hull is raised from the
first draft to the second draft.
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Floating Foundation for Wind Turbines
Nº publicación DK202100333A1 06/10/2022
Solicitantes

LEICON APS [DK]

Resumen

A method for manufacturing a floating foundation (2) for a wind
turbine (4), wherein the floating foundation (2) comprising load
carrying structures (24, 26, 28) and a plurality of air pontoons
(8) attached to the load carrying structures (6) is disclosed. The
air pontoons (8) are attached to a base portion (28) of the load
carrying structures (24, 26, 28). The method comprises the
following steps: a) cutting one or more fibre-reinforced
composite structures such as wind turbine blades (10) into a
plurality of smaller pieces (12) comprising fibre-reinforced
composite; b) moulding the air pontoons (8) from the smaller
pieces (12); c) attaching the air pontoons (8) to the load
carrying structures (6).

CONSTRUCTION METHOD FOR SPAR-TYPE OFFSHORE WIND POWER GENERATOR
Nº publicación WO2022210359A1 06/10/2022
Solicitantes

TODA CORP [JP]
UNIV KYUSHU NAT UNIV CORP [JP]

Resumen

[Problem] To further improve efficiency over current methods and reduce construction time in the construction of a
spar-type offshore wind power generator. [Solution] The present invention has: a first procedure for imparting a state
in which a prescribed amount of a solid ballast 32 is deposited in a base of a floating body 4, imparting an integrated
construction state by attaching a tower 6 and a nacelle 8 to the top of the floating body, loading the same onto a
semi-submersible platform 7 at a wharf, and transporting the same to a location in the sea where a spar-type offshore
power generator 1 will be installed; a second procedure for putting a semi-submersible platform 33 in a
semi-submerged state by pouring water thereon at the location in the sea where the spar-type offshore power
generator 1 will be installed and then removing the semi-submersible platform 33 while causing the spar-type offshore
power generator 1 to float in the sea water; and a third procedure for erecting the spar-type offshore power generator
1 by pouring ballast water inside the floating body 4. When erecting the generator, it is preferable to impart a state in
which the center of gravity is eccentric by attaching a weight 2 to the floating body 4 or the tower 6 in advance.

METHOD FOR RAISING FLOATING BODY FOR SPAR-TYPE OFFSHORE WIND POWER GENERATION FACILITY
Nº publicación WO2022210358A1 06/10/2022
Solicitantes

TODA CORP [JP]
UNIV KYUSHU NAT UNIV CORP [JP]

Resumen

[Problem] To safely and efficiently raise a floating body for a spar-type offshore wind power generation facility by
injecting ballast water, at sea. [Solution] A method for raising a floating body 4 for a spar-type offshore wind power
generation facility, which is floating sideways, by injecting ballast water at sea, the method comprising: a first step for
bringing the floating body 4 for the spar-type offshore wind power generation facility into a state in which the position
of center of gravity is made eccentric by a center-of-gravity decentering means; and a second step for raising the
floating body 4 for the spar-type offshore wind power generation facility upright by injecting ballast water. The
center-of-gravity decentering means can be a weight 2 attached to an outer surface of the floating body 4, or solid
ballast 34 put in the floating body 4.
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A SEMI-SUBMERSIBLE SERVICE VESSEL FOR A FLOATING INSTALLATION AND A METHOD OF SERVICING A FLOATING
INSTALLATION.
Nº publicación WO2022207048A1 06/10/2022
Solicitantes

MAERSK SUPPLY SERVICE AS [DK]

Resumen

A semi-submersible service vessel (100) for a floating
installation (102) has a hull (104) and a ballasting system. The
ballasting system is arranged to selectively lower the hull (104)
to a first draft and raise the hull (104) to a second draft. The
second draft is smaller than the first draft. At least one
submersed elongate lifting fork is fixed to the hull (104) and is
configured to extend across the underside of the floating
installation (102) and engage the underside of the floating
installation (102) when the hull (104) is raised from the first draft
to the second draft. Wherein the at least one lifting fork is
arranged to lift the entire floating installation (102) when the hull
(104) is raised from the first draft to the second draft, and a
method of servicing a floating installation (102) with a
semi-submersible service vessel (100).
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FLOATING FOUNDATION FOR WIND TURBINES AND METHOD FOR MANUFACTURING A FLOATING FOUNDATION FOR
WIND TURBINES
Nº publicación WO2022207050A1 06/10/2022
Solicitantes

LEICON APS [DK]

Resumen

A method for manufacturing a floating foundation (2) for a wind
turbine (4), wherein the floating foundation (2) comprising load
carrying structures (24, 26, 28) and a plurality of air pontoons
(8) attached to the load carrying structures (6) is disclosed. The
air pontoons (8) are attached to a base portion (28) of the load
carrying structures (24, 26, 28). The method comprises the
following steps: a) cutting one or more fibre-reinforced
composite structures such as wind turbine blades (10) into a
plurality of smaller pieces (12) comprising fibre-reinforced
composite; b) moulding the air pontoons (8) from the smaller
pieces (12); c) attaching the air pontoons (8) to the load
carrying structures (6).

FLOATING OFFSHORE WIND TURBINE ASSEMBLY UNIT
Nº publicación US2022316446A1 06/10/2022
Solicitantes

EXMAR OFFSHORE COMPANY [US]

Resumen

A floating offshore wind turbine assembly unit useful for assembling or maintaining wind turbines at an offshore
location is disclosed. The floating offshore wind turbine assembly unit may include a first vessel spaced a distance
apart from a second vessel, and an extended deck coupled to the first vessel and the second vessel. The extended
deck is positioned in the distance between the first vessel and the second vessel, and the extended deck is
configured as a dry dock disposed or movable to a height above a sea level. In some embodiments, the extended
deck or a portion thereof is movably coupled to the first vessel and the second vessel. For example, the extended
deck or a portion thereof is movable between a submerged or near sea level position and a position above a sea
level.

Floating structure and large offshore floating energy station
Nº publicación CN217533183U 04/10/2022
Solicitantes

POWERCHINA HUADONG ENGINEERING CORP LTD

Resumen

The utility model relates to a floating structure and an offshore large floati ng energy station. The method is suitab le
for ocean engineering. The utility m odel adopts the technical scheme that t he floating structure is characterized by
comprising a deck layer and a floati ng layer, the floating body is fixedly mounted below the deck layer and used f or
providing buoyancy for the deck laye r; the lateral floating wing structures are fixedly mounted on the two sides o f the
deck layer and used for improving the overall stability of the deck laye r; the floating body is provided with s pherical
floating bodies evenly arrange d below the deck layer, every two adjac ent spherical floating bodies are conne cted
through a flexible hinge, and the top of each spherical floating body is fixedly connected with the deck layer t hrough a
suspension device. An offshore large floating type energy station is characterized by comprising the floatin g body, an
energy station equipment roo m is arranged on the deck layer, and mo oring cables used for fixing the energy station
to a designated sea area are f ixedly installed on the periphery of th e deck layer.
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Offshore wind power comprehensive utilization system combining photovoltaic and fishery breeding technologies
Nº publicación CN217523626U 04/10/2022
Solicitantes

ZHOUSHAN HUAYUN OCEAN TECH CO LTD

Resumen

The utility model belongs to the field of offshore wind power engineering, and particularly relates to an offshore wi nd
power comprehensive utilization syst em combining photovoltaic and fishery b reeding technologies, which comprises
a floating type fan foundation assembly, a photovoltaic assembly and a breeding net cage, the photovoltaic assembly
is installed on the floating type draught fan foundation assembly in a matched m ode and used for achieving
photovoltaic power generation, the photovoltaic ass embly comprises a photovoltaic base tab le and a photovoltaic
power generation panel arranged on the upper surface of the photovoltaic base table, the upper surface of the
photovoltaic base table is arranged to be an inwards-concave ar c face, and the aquaculture net cage is used for
achieving fishery aquaculture . Wind energy, light energy and fishery are integrated, and the utilization ra te of ocean
resources in unit area is g reatly increased.
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Suspended offshore wind power floating foundation
Nº publicación CN217533179U 04/10/2022
Solicitantes

CHINA THREE GORGES CORP

Resumen

The utility model relates to the techni cal field of offshore wind
power, in pa rticular to a suspended offshore wind p ower
floating foundation. A suspension type offshore wind power
floating type foundation comprises a floating type dr aught fan
provided with a base sinking below the sea level; the mooring
struct ure comprises at least one anchor pile, and the anchor
pile is fixed to the bo ttom of the ocean; the hydrogen storage
tank is arranged between the base and the anchor pile, the
hydrogen storage t ank is connected with the anchor pile a nd
the base through anchor chains, the hydrogen storage tank is
provided with at least one water storage bin, the wat er storage
bin is provided with an open ing and closing piece, and the
opening and closing piece is opened or closed t o adjust the
volume of seawater in the water storage bin so as to control the
depth of the hydrogen storage tank in t he ocean. According to
the floating fou ndation for the suspended offshore wind power,
the defects that the height of offshore wind power cannot be
adjusted during use, the stability is low in sev ere weather and
collapse occurs are ove rcome, and therefore the floating found
ation for the suspended offshore wind p ower is provided.
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METHOD FOR RENEWABLE ENERGY GENERATION FROM OFFSHORE STATIONS DESIGNED FOR OPERATION IN OPEN
OCEAN AND HIGH-HURRICANE REGIONS
Nº publicación WO2022201169A1 29/09/2022
Solicitantes

TYAGI SUNIT [IN]

Resumen

Renewable Energy (RE) sources are already one of the cheapest sources of energy available today but are variable
and infirm, and the open ocean offers many opportunities to generate energy by using various disparate sources and
methods on a floating station. These energy stations converting renewable energy including solar, ocean currents,
wind, waves and batteries and hydrogen to store energy and provide sufficient stable power and energy as required
and available most of the hours. The invention claimed here is a system to capture energy from a combination of
wind, solar and ocean currents, along with batteries for storage and later use and hydrogen creation, storage and use
for generation. In addition, apparatus is described that provide mechanical stability and resilience in deep open seas
and reliably survive storms and hurricanes. Also described is a method for overcoming intermittency of ensuring
continuous and stable energy export from the station, and finally methods to continually operate RE station in the
open seas even during storms and hurricanes and survive the high winds and waves.

OFFSHORE FLOATING-TYPE WIND POWER COMBINED SEMI-SUBMERSIBLE PLATFORM FOUNDATION
Nº publicación WO2022199477A1 29/09/2022
Solicitantes

WISON NANTONG HEAVY IND CO LTD [CN]

Resumen

An
offshore
floating-type
wind
power
combined
semi-submersible platform foundation, comprising at least three
stand columns (1), the stand columns (1) enclosing a polygonal
structure. The adjacent stand columns (1) are connected by
means of an upper support (3) and a lower support (2). Each
stand column (1) is composed of an upper column body (11)
and a lower column body (12). The upper column body (11) and
the lower column body (12) are arranged coaxially. An upper
portion of the upper column body (11) is provided with a
support block (4), the upper support (3) rests on the support
block (4), a lower portion of the upper column body (11) is
provided with a lower support connecting portion (21), and the
lower support connecting portion (21) is connected to the lower
support (2). With the structural form of the offshore floating-type
wind power combined semi-submersible platform foundation,
the requirements for a manufacturing site and a combination
site are greatly reduced, providing the possibility of large-scale
offsite construction.
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METHOD FOR INSTALLING OFFSHORE FLOATING BODY FOR WIND POWER GENERATION
Nº publicación US2022306251A1 29/09/2022
Solicitantes

ACE E&T ENGINEERING & TECH [KR]

Resumen

A method for installing an offshore wind power generation
floating body may include manufacturing a lower structure
including a damping plate, a guide beam including protruding
portions, and a slot, coupling a temporary buoyancy tank to
each protruding portion, installing a concrete block mounting
structure in the slot, transporting the lower structure on the sea
until a destination by a towing vessel, fixing the lower structure
between a first work barge and a second work barge by a link
bridge connected to each of the first work barge and the second
work barge, and seating a concrete block connected to a
second wire of a second crane seated on the second work
barge on the concrete block mounting structure in a state in
which first wires of a first crane are connected to the lower
structure to maintain a tension equal to or greater than a set
magnitude.
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Flexible connection structure of offshore floating type photovoltaic floating body
Nº publicación CN217496489U 27/09/2022
Solicitantes

FUJIAN YONGFU POWER ENG CO LTD

Resumen

The utility model relates to an offshor e floating type photovoltaic floating b ody flexible connection structure which
comprises at least two floating bodies , transverse or longitudinal embedded p ipes are embedded in the upper
portions of the floating bodies, and the embedd ed pipes of the adjacent floating bodie s are correspondingly arranged
and conn ected through cables penetrating throug h inner cavities of the embedded pipes. The connecting structure is
reasonable in design, simple in structure, contro llable in scale, safe and stable due to the fact that the flexible
connecting pieces are used for connecting the rigi d structure, the total cost of construc tion, production and operation
can be e ffectively reduced, and photovoltaic ap plication in ocean water areas is achie ved.

Floating type wind power generation system
Nº publicación CN217501868U 27/09/2022
Solicitantes

THREE GORGES ZHUJIANG POWER GENERATION CO LTD
SHANGHAI INVESTIGATION DESIGN & RES INST CO LTD
THREE GORGES NEW ENERGY YANGJIANG POWER GENERATION CO LTD

Resumen

The utility model provides a floating t ype wind power generation system which comprises an ocean buoy used for
collec ting data in real time and sending the data to the outside; and the floating w ind power generation device is in
point -to-point communication connection with the ocean buoy, receives the data sent by the ocean buoy, and sends
a feedbac k instruction to the ocean buoy after r eceiving the data. According to the uti lity model, the communication
cost of t he floating wind power generation syste m is greatly reduced, and low-cost and high-quality reference data is
provided for the operation and maintenance of a floating fan; furthermore, the shore s tation receiving system sends a
feedbac k instruction to the ocean buoy after r eceiving the data, the ocean buoy stops the sending process after
receiving th e feedback instruction, and the data is continuously sent under the condition that the feedback instruction
is not re ceived, so that the reliability of data transmission of the system is improved ; the floating type wind power
generati on system is provided with the alarm de vice, so that faults can be convenientl y removed in time, and normal
operation of the wind power generation system is guaranteed.

Breeding platform
Nº publicación CN217471016U 23/09/2022
Solicitantes

ZHUHAI DESAI MARINE FISHERY TECH CO LTD

Resumen

The utility model provides a breeding p latform. The breeding platform comprise s a main body structure, a netting, an
anchoring system, breeding supporting f acilities and a lifting control system. The platform body structure is of a st eel
all-welded structure and is compose d of a head box body structure, a tail box body structure and a truss structur e.
The netting is fixed in the platform main body structure; the anchoring sys tem is arranged at the head part of the
platform, serves as a foundation of th e platform in water and is used for fas tening the platform; the cultivation su
pporting facility is mainly arranged in an upper deck chamber of the box body with the head-tail structure; the lifti ng
control system is composed of a ball ast tank, a ballast pump, a control val ve, a pipeline and a sea chest. The cul
ture platform is reliable in structural form, has good stability and floating state, can resist severe sea conditions , and
can realize large-scale and inten sive culture. In addition, the netting can float out of the water surface thro ugh the
platform, so that the netting i s easy and efficient to replace and cle an.
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METHOD FOR INSTALLING A TENSION LEG PLATFORM BASED FLOATING OBJECT
Nº publicación US2022297802A1 22/09/2022
Solicitantes

SINGLE BUOY MOORINGS [CH]

Resumen

A method for installing a TLP based floating object at anchor
points. The floating object includes a central body and
buoyancy assemblies positioned around the central body in a
horizontal plane, with each buoyancy assembly connected to
the central body and connectable to one of the anchor points.
The method includes: attaching a mooring leg including a
mooring line at each anchor point; for each anchor point
connecting a pull-down line between the buoyancy assembly
and the anchor point; tensioning the pull-down lines so the
floating object is lowered to an installation level below an
operational level; for each anchor point connecting the mooring
leg with the buoyancy assembly in slack mode; and after
connecting the mooring lines with the buoyancy assemblies,
paying out the pull-down lines so the floating object rises
upward from the installation level to the operational level where
the mooring legs are tensioned.

FLOATING WIND TURBINE COMPRISING AN INTEGRATED ELECTRICAL SUBSTATION
Nº publicación US2022299011A1 22/09/2022
Solicitantes

ENBW ENERGIE BADEN WUERTTEMBERG AG [DE]

Resumen

The invention relates to a wind turbine having an integrated
electrical substation, and to a floating offshore wind farm which
are optimized in terms of capital costs, economic efficiency, and
installation space requirements.
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Floating type offshore leeward wind driven generator group
Nº publicación CN217462429U 20/09/2022
Solicitantes

ADVANCED INFORMATIONSERVICES CO LTD

Resumen

The utility model discloses a floating type seaborne leeward wind driven gener ator group which comprises a rotary
pla tform, a generator group and a fixing s tructure, the rotary platform is in a r otary column shape, a closed cavity is
formed in the rotary platform, a stable base is installed on part of the outer wall of the rotary platform in a rotat ing and
sleeving mode, and the stable b ase is connected with a seabed through the fixing structure; the generator gro up is
composed of a plurality of leewar d type wind driven generators installed on a rotary platform, the rotary platf orm is
actuated by the generator group under the action of wind, and the direc tion of a first main shaft of a tower o f each
leeward type wind driven generat or is parallel to the wind direction. T he rotary platform is designed to be of a
floatable structure, the closed cavi ty is formed in the rotary platform, on the basis that the supporting performa nce is
guaranteed, the rotary platform has the floatability, the total weight and cost of a machine group are reduced , the
rotary platform is limited to the designed position through the stable b ase, the basic rotation requirement of the rotary
platform can be met, and the supporting performance is improved. An d the supporting platform can be balanc ed and
stabilized to a certain extent, and the supporting stability of the fan is enhanced.

Floating type stand column turbulent flow structure, floating type stand column and floating type draught fan
Nº publicación CN217456290U 20/09/2022
Solicitantes

HUANENG CLEAN ENERGY RES INST
CHINA HUANENG GROUP CO LTD NANFANG BRANCH
HUANENG GUANGDONG SHANTOU OFFSHORE WIND POWER CO LTD
HUANENG OFFSHORE WIND POWER SCIENCE AND TECH RESEARCH CO LTD

Resumen

The utility model discloses a flow dist urbing structure of a floating stand co lumn, the floating stand column and a f
loating fan. The floating type stand co lumn turbulent flow structure comprises a plurality of turbulent flow plates. The
lifting unfolding assembly is conne cted with the spoiler and the stand col umn and comprises a first connecting ro d,
a second connecting rod, a first gea r and a second gear, the first end of t he first connecting rod is rotationally
connected with the first end of the se cond connecting rod, and the spoiler is arranged at the first end of the first
connecting rod and the first end of th e second connecting rod; the second end of the first connecting rod is rotatio
nally connected with the first gear; th e second end of the second connecting r od is rotationally connected with the s
econd gear; the first gear and the seco nd gear are sequentially arranged on th e outer circumferential wall of the sta
nd column from top to bottom in the axi al direction of the stand column, and l ifting gear teeth capable of being mesh
ed with the first gear and the second g ear are arranged on the outer circumfer ential wall of the stand column. When t
he flow speed of seawater is large, the unfolding function of the spoiler is a chieved through the lifting unfolding a
ssembly, the vortex-induced vibration p henomenon is reduced, and therefore the stability of the floating type draught
fan is improved.

Acousto-optic bird repelling device for floating type overwater photovoltaic power station
Nº publicación CN217429088U 16/09/2022
Solicitantes

HUANENG POWER INT INC DEZHOU POWER PLANT

Resumen

The utility model discloses a floating type water photovoltaic power station a cousto-optic bird repelling device whic h
comprises a rotating shaft, a power p late is installed on the upper side of the rotating shaft, the bottom of the r otating
shaft is movably connected with an installation frame through a bearin g, meanwhile, the installation frame is installed
on a photovoltaic power stat ion floating plate, and multiple sets o f air bags are evenly installed at the bottom of the
photovoltaic power statio n floating plate. A solar photovoltaic panel is installed on the surface of th e photovoltaic
power station floating p late, and a beating piece is installed in the middle of the rotating shaft. Ac cording to the
acousto-optic bird repel ling device for the floating type water photovoltaic power station, when wind exists on the
water surface, the power plate and the rotating shaft can be dri ven to rotate through wind power, drivi ng structures
such as a motor are repla ced, wind energy is used for driving, e lectric energy is not needed, and more energy
conservation and environmental p rotection are achieved; when air is fil led into the air filling groove, the ro tating
shaft rotates continuously under the action of the four groups of power discs, and the rotating shaft rotates, so that
noise can be generated through the beating pieces and the iron sheet barrel, and birds can be repelled.
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Waterproof and dustproof combined sealing structure of wind generating set
Nº publicación CN217440752U 16/09/2022
Solicitantes

MING YANG SMART ENERGY GROUP CO LTD

Resumen

The utility model discloses a wind gene rating set waterproof and dustproof com bined sealing structure which
comprises a supporting assembly and an elastic s ealing piece, the supporting assembly i s fixed on a wind wheel
locking disc of a wind generating set and can synchron ously rotate along with the wind wheel locking disc, and the
elastic sealing p iece is installed on the supporting ass embly and can rotate along with the win d wheel locking disc.
And the waterproo f cover is tightly attached to the gear box end cover of the wind generating s et, so that the
waterproof and dustproo f purposes are achieved. According to t he sealing structure, when the wind whe el locking
disc rotates along with the wind wheel, the wind wheel locking disc can rotate along with the wind wheel l ocking disc,
the main waterproof lip an d the auxiliary waterproof lip of the e lastic sealing piece can be attached to the gear box
end cover all the time, t he problem that sealing is difficult in the rotating process or under the floa ting condition of
equipment is solved, and the good sealing effect is achieved ; meanwhile, after the sealing structur e loses efficacy,
online replacement of the sealing piece can be achieved thro ugh the supporting assembly, and conven ience and
rapidness are achieved.

CONTROL SYSTEM FOR OPERATING A FLOATING WIND TURBINE UNDER SEA ICE CONDITIONS
Nº publicación US2022290653A1 15/09/2022
Solicitantes

SIEMENS GAMESA RENEWABLE ENERGY AS [DK]

Resumen

Provided is a control system for operating a floating wind
turbine under sea ice conditions. The control system includes a
detection device configured for detecting a formation of ice in a
critical zone around the floating wind turbine, and an ice
inhibiting device configured for manipulating the floating wind
turbine in such a manner that the critical zone is free of a
threshold amount of the detected formation of ice. Furthermore,
a floating wind turbine is provided which includes a wind rotor
including a wind rotor including a blade, a tower, a floating
foundation, and an above-described control system.
Additionally, a method for operating a floating wind turbine
under sea ice conditions is provided.
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Offshore lifting type generator mounting platform
Nº publicación CN217421430U 13/09/2022
Solicitantes

ZHEJIANG XINCHEN SHIPPING CO LTD

Resumen

The utility model discloses an offshore lifting type generator installation pl atform which comprises an installation
platform body, a lifting platform is ar ranged on the upper portion of the inst allation platform body, buoys are arran
ged on the periphery of the lifting pla tform, the lower end of the lifting pla tform is connected with a detachable co
nnecting rod, and a protruding block an d a groove which are matched with each other are arranged in the detachable
co nnecting rod. An electromagnet is arran ged at the center of the protruding blo ck, a sliding groove is formed in the
p rotruding block, a clamping rod is arra nged in the sliding groove, and a press ure sensor is arranged in the buoy.
Acc ording to the device, equipment at diff erent heights on the mounting platform can be inspected and maintained
through the lifting platform, when accidents s uch as inclination and sinking occur, t he water level reaches the
position bel ow the lifting platform, the pressure s ensor on the outer side of the buoy det ects the pressure change,
the convex bl ock of the detachable connecting rod ca n be separated from the groove, and the lifting platform can be
used for lifti ng the equipment. Therefore, the liftin g platform can be separated from the li fting support below the
lifting platfor m, the lifting platform is prevented fr om being dragged down when floating on the water surface, the
survival probabi lity of personnel on the lifting platfo rm can be improved, and the rescue time is prolonged.

Integrated transmission chain insulation gear coupling of wind generating set
Nº publicación CN217421920U 13/09/2022
Solicitantes

CSIC HAIZHUANG WINDPOWER CO LTD

Resumen

The utility model provides a wind gener ating set integrated transmission chain insulation tooth type coupler which co
mprises an adapter flange, an inner spl ine sleeve, an outer spline, an insulat ion sleeve and an insulation plate, a f
irst screw rod at one end of the adapte r flange is fixedly connected to a moto r shaft of a wind generating set, and a
first base plate is arranged between t he first screw rod and the adapter flan ge. An insulating plate is arranged bet
ween the first base plate and the adapt er flange, the inner spline sleeve is a rranged at the end, away from the motor
shaft, of the adapter flange, an insul ating plate is arranged between the inn er spline sleeve and the adapter flange ,
the inner spline sleeve is connected to the adapter flange through a second screw, and an insulating sleeve is arra
nged between the second screw and the i nner spline sleeve. The outer spline is fixedly arranged on an output shaft
of the gear box, and the inner spline sle eve is connected with the outer spline through a spline. The transmission
chai n adopting the coupler is high in torqu e transmission capacity, not only can b etter adapt to the floating function
of a gear box output shaft, namely a sun gear, but also has an insulation functi on, and meanwhile, the connection
relia bility is improved.

MOORING SYSTEM AND METHOD FOR INSTALLING A FLOATING PLATFORM USING SAID MOORING SYSTEM
Nº publicación WO2022259042A2 15/12/2022
Solicitantes

GAZELLE WIND POWER LTD [IE]

Resumen

The present invention relates to a mooring system for a floating platform, wherein said system eliminates the pitch
and roll movements of the floating platform by using mooring lines (200) attached to the seabed (5), which are
supported on several pulleys or rotary securing means (2, 3) of the floating platform (100) and are all attached to a
shared counterweight (1) that hangs from the floating platform (100). Each mooring line (200) comprises a direct
subline (200d) and a crossed subline (200c), which maintain the counterweight (1) always located to coincide with the
central axis (300) of the floating platform (100). The invention further discloses a novel method for installing the
floating platform at its intended site without the need for special vessels.

MULTI-COMPONENT PNEUMATIC FLOATING PLATFORM
Nº publicación EP4112437A1 04/01/2023
Solicitantes

CHODAI CO LTD [JP]
WATERFRONT REAL ESTATE CO LTD [JP]
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A SYSTEM FOR THE GENERATION OF HYDROELECTRIC POWER AND A METHOD OF CONSTRUCTING SAME
Nº publicación WO2022248516A1 01/12/2022
Solicitantes

D&A CONCEPT DESIGN LTD [IE]

Resumen

This invention relates to a system for the generation of
hydroelectric power and a method of constructing the system.
The system comprises a submersible reservoir and a floating
platform. The submersible reservoir has a releasably sealable
water charging inlet, a water conduit extending inwardly from
the water inlet feeding a reservoir chamber, a turbine, a
generator connected to the turbine, a water discharge outlet, a
compressor and a gas supply. The floating platform is secured
to the submersible reservoir and has at least one stabilizer and
a wind turbine mounted on the floating platform. In use, the
submersible reservoir is submerged and water is allowed to
flow into the submersible reservoir. Electricity is generated by
the turbine turning under the action of the water. Electricity may
be stored in batteries or transmitted directly over a cable to the
electricity grid on shore. If necessary, the system may be
installed in a matter of months, rather than years, and can be
moved to where it is needed.

ENHANCED WAKE MIXING FOR FLOATING WIND TURBINES
Nº publicación WO2022240292A1 17/11/2022
Solicitantes

UNIV DELFT TECH [NL]

Resumen

Wind turbine comprising a rotor, comprising at least a first
blade, and a supporting structure for supporting said rotor up in
the air; wherein said first blade is arranged to rotate in a rotor
plane around a rotor axis of the rotor and wherein said first
blade is rotatable by a blade pitch driving mechanism around a
blade pitch axis that is substantially parallel to a longitudinal
axis of the blade, wherein said rotor axis is movable in at least
one of a rotational tilt direction, a rotational yaw direction and a
fore-aft translational direction and wherein the wind turbine
further comprises a controller for controlling the wind turbine by
varying an induction factor of the first blade over time while the
rotor rotates around its rotor axis, wherein the controller is
further arranged for varying said induction factor of the first
blade by controlling the blade pitch driving mechanism for
applying an oscillatory blade pitch rotation to the first blade, and
by inducing an oscillatory motion of the rotor axis in the at least
one of the rotational tilt direction, the rotational yaw direction
and the fore-aft translational direction.
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A FLOATING FABRICATION ARRANGEMENT AND A METHOD OF BUILDING FLOATING STRUCTURES
Nº publicación WO2022248400A1 01/12/2022
Solicitantes

FRED OLSEN OCEAN LTD [NO]

Resumen

A floating fabrication arrangement for building of floating structures (15). It comprises floating unit (1-4) having a
continuous deck, at least one crane (5, 6) attached to said floating unit (1-4) and a mooring arrangement capable of
mooring the floating unit (1-4) in a floating state on a body of water. The floating unit (1-4) having ballast chambers
capable of ballasting and de-ballasting the floating unit (1-4) between a first building position where the floating unit
(1-4) floats with the deck above water in a substantially horizontal position and a second inclined launch position, in
which a first part of the deck is submerged and a second part of the deck is above water. A method of building floating
structures is also described.

MOORING RENEWABLE ENERGY SYSTEMS
Nº publicación WO2022229699A1 03/11/2022
Solicitantes

ACERGY FRANCE SAS [FR]

Resumen

A mooring system for a floating electric power producing unit
such as a wind turbine or a wave energy converter comprises a
buoyant element held beneath the surface and a swivel
supported by the buoyant element. The swivel comprises a
static part that is held against angular movement about an
upright axis and a rotating part that is movable angularly
relative to the static part about the upright axis. A mooring link
extends between the power producing unit and a mooring point
supported by the buoyant element. A conductor link extends
between the power producing unit and a connector supported
by the buoyant element. The mooring point and the conductor
link are movable angularly about the upright axis together with
the rotating part of the swivel. Angular movement of the
mooring link about the upright axis drives corresponding
angular movement of the conductor link about the upright axis.

BUOYANT OFFSHORE PLATFORM AND A METHOD OF DEPLOYING BUOYANT OFFSHORE PLATFORMS
Nº publicación WO2022234127A1 10/11/2022
Solicitantes

MARINE POWER SYSTEMS LTD [GB]

Resumen

A buoyant offshore platform (102) for supporting a renewable energy system (116) in a body of water (104) is
provided, the body of water having a surface (106) and a bed (110). The buoyant offshore platform comprises a base
portion (118) for submerging below said surface of said body of water; a top portion for remaining above said surface
of said body of water; one or more mooring lines (108) for fixing the buoyant offshore platform to said bed of said
body of water; and a tensioning means (130) for applying tension to the one or more mooring lines. The buoyant
offshore platform further comprises a floating configuration in which the buoyant offshore platform is positioned
substantially floating on said surface of said body of water; wherein the buoyant offshore platform comprises a
deployed configuration in which the base portion is submerged beneath said surface of said body of water and the top
portion remains above said surface of said body of water. In use, the tensioning means is arranged to apply tension to
the one or more mooring lines fixed between the buoyant offshore platform and said bed of said body of water such
that the buoyant offshore platform transitions between the floating configuration and the deployed configuration. The
described platform aims to provide a safer and more efficient mode of deploying a buoyant offshore platform to a
partially submerged operating configuration.
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FLOATING OFFSHORE WIND TURBINE
Nº publicación WO2022248162A1 01/12/2022
Solicitantes

RWE RENEWABLES GMBH [DE]

Resumen

The application relates to a floating offshore wind turbine (100,
200, 400, 500, 700, 800), comprising at least one floating base
(102, 202, 402, 502, 702, 802), comprising at least one float, a
tower (104, 204, 404, 504, 704, 804) arranged on the floating
base (102, 202/402, 502, 702, 802), and a nacelle (106, 206)
which is arranged on the tower (104, 204, 404, 504, 704, 804)
and has a plurality of rotor blades (116, 216), wherein the
floating offshore wind turbine (100, 200, 400, 500, 700, 800)
furthermore comprises at least one detection device (125, 225),
designed for detecting at least one wave parameter, and at
least one wind pressure changing device (108, 208, 408, 508,
708, 808), designed for changing the wind pressure exerted on
the floating offshore wind turbine (100, 200, 400, 500, 700, 800)
by activating at least one wind pressure regulating device (120)
of the floating offshore wind turbine (100, 200, 400, 500, 700,
800), comprising a pitch regulating device (120.1) and/or an
inverter torque regulating device (120.2), on the basis of the at
least one detected wave parameter and a wave criterion.

FLOATING STRUCTURE
Nº publicación WO2022225457A1 27/10/2022
Solicitantes

SEMBCORP MARINE INTEGRATED YARD PTE LTD [SG]

Resumen

According to embodiments of the present invention, a floating structure is provided. The floating structure includes an
open top end; an open bottom end opposite the open top end; an annular wall extending between the open top end
and the open bottom end; and a cylindrical structure arranged off center of the floating structure and configured to
support a tower. The annular wall forms a circumferential peripheral of the floating structure to provide a central
moonpool. At least part of the cylindrical structure extends alongside and coupled to the annular wall. According to
further embodiments, an apparatus including the floating structure and a tower supported by a cylindrical structure of
the floating structure is also provided.
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FLOATING WIND TURBINE
Nº publicación WO2022248948A1 01/12/2022
Solicitantes

AERODYN CONSULTINGS SINGAPORE PTE LTD [SG]

Resumen

A wind turbine (10) having a floating base (20), which is formed
by a support structure (30) that extends in one plane and a
plurality of floats (40) extending from this plane, is
characterized in that at least one float (40) has a cylindrical
portion (42); a first portion (44) that tapers from the cylindrical
portion (42) in the direction of the free end of the float (42); and
a second portion (46) that tapers from the cylindrical portion
(42) in the direction of the support structure.

OFFSHORE WIND TURBINE WITH A FLOATING PLATFORM
Nº publicación WO2022218488A1 20/10/2022
Solicitantes

STIESDAL OFFSHORE AS [DK]

Resumen

An offshore wind turbine system comprising a wind turbine (8)
in combination with a floating platform (1). The platform (1)
comprises three buoyancy modules (6) in comers (5 A, 5B, 5C)
of a triangular configuration. The tower (2) is located
off-centered near a baseline (3) of the triangle midway between
two buoyancy modules (6) that are located at the ends of the
baseline.
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OUTRIGGER SYSTEM FOR TRANSPORTATION AND INSTALLATION OF FIXED FOUNDATION WIND TURBINES
Nº publicación WO2022203518A1 29/09/2022
Solicitantes

ISQ AS [NO]

Resumen

The invention relates to an outrigger system (10) for sea transportation and installation of an offshore fixed foundation
wind turbine (1), the system comprises: - a frame (13) arranged to be installed on a transporting vessel (3), - a floating
outrigger (11) defining an aperture (12) penetrating said outrigger (11) from a top to a bottom, said aperture (12) is
shaped for releasably holding a transition piece (2) of the wind turbine (1) in an upright position, - a hoisting system
(14, 15) for lifting and lowering said wind turbine (1) inside said aperture (12), and - a ballast system for increasing
and decreasing the buoyancy of the outrigger (11), wherein the outrigger (11) is arranged to be connected to the
frame (13) when the frame (13) is installed on a vessel (3), said vessel (3) is arranged to hold the outrigger system
(10) while the outrigger system (10) is holding the wind turbine (1) in an upright position, and wherein said outrigger
(11) is arranged to be opened up to release said wind turbine (1) from the aperture (12) of said outrigger (11) after
installation of said wind turbine (1). The invention also relates to method, a vessel and a reversable friction lock.

OPERATIONS AND MAINTENANCE ARRANGEMENT AND METHOD
Nº publicación WO2022200268A1 29/09/2022
Solicitantes

FRED OLSEN OCEAN LTD [NO]

Resumen

An operations and maintenance arrangement for floating wind turbines (1), comprising a floating sub-structure (2) on
which at least one wind turbine unit (3) is situated, a service operation vessel (11) and a portable crane (14), said
floating sub-structure (2) having an interface capable of receiving and fixedly locking said crane (14) to said
sub-structure (2), said service operation vessel (11) having a ship crane (12) capable of lifting said portable crane
(14) from said vessel (11) and onto said sub-structure (2). A method for replacing components using the arrangement
is also described.

SAFETY SYSTEM FOR OFFSHORE WIND TURBINE SUPPORTED BY A FLOATING FOUNDATION
Nº publicación WO2022194713A1 22/09/2022
Solicitantes

SIEMENS GAMESA RENEWABLE ENERGY AS [DK]

Resumen

A safety system for an offshore wind turbine (100) supported by
a floating foundation (114) is disclosed. The floating foundation
being secured to a plurality of anchors (131, 132, 13n) at a
seabed (104) by a corresponding plurality of mooring lines
(121, 122, 12n). The safety system comprises a safety
controller (251, 252, 25n) and at least one conductive wire per
mooring line (241a, 21b, 242a, 242b, 24na, 24nb), each
conductive wire being configured to extend from the safety
controller along a mooring line to the corresponding anchor at
the seabed and back to the safety controller, The safety
controller is configured to determine whether each of the
conductive wires is intact or broken.
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METHOD AND DEVICE OF CONTROLLING AN OPERATION OF A FLOATING WIND TURBINE
Nº publicación WO2022200025A1 29/09/2022
Solicitantes

SIEMENS GAMESA RENEWABLE ENERGY AS [DK]

Resumen

It is described a method of controlling an operation of a floating
wind turbine (1) which performs a yaw rotation, a roll rotation
and a pitch rotation. The method controls a parameter (a) of the
operation of the wind turbine (1) by determining a pitch rotation
(b); determining a roll rotation (c); calculating a pitch difference
(d) between the determined pitch rotation (b) and a wind turbine
pitch reference (f); calculating a roll difference (g) between the
determined roll rotation (c) and a wind turbine roll reference (h);
determining a pitch and roll impact value (i) based on the pitch difference (d) and the roll difference (g); determining a
reference (j) of the parameter (a) based on a predefined reference (k) of the parameter (a) and the pitch and roll
impact value (i); and controlling the parameter (a) of the wind turbine (1) based on the reference (j) of the parameter
(a).

TRANSPORT DEVICE FOR TRANSPORTING UPPER TOWER OF FLOATING WIND POWER GENERATOR
Nº publicación EP4105117A1 21/12/2022
Solicitantes

KEPCO ENG & CONSTR CO INC [KR]

Resumen

Provided is a transport device for transporting an upper tower of
a floating wind power generator. The transport device, in which
the floating wind power generator includes the upper tower to
which blades are coupled, and a lower tower detachably
coupled to a lower side of the upper tower, includes a support
body configured to support the upper tower separated from the
lower tower, and a floating body coupled to the support body,
the floating body floating on the water surface, wherein the
upper tower is coupled to and supported on the support body
and is transportable together with the floating body.
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MOORING DEVICE
Nº publicación EP4098538A1 07/12/2022
Solicitantes

KEPCO ENG & CONSTR CO INC [KR]

Resumen

Provided is a mooring device. The mooring device includes: a
weight structure which sinks by gravity to be seated on a
seabed; an anchor portion which is settled on the seabed to
anchor a floating body; and a connecting member which
includes one end portion connected to the floating body and the
other end portion connected to the anchor portion, and has an
extension direction that is changed by passing through a
direction changing portion provided in the weight structure.

FLOATING PLATFORM FOR A FLOATING WIND TURBINE FACILITY
Nº publicación EP4112439A1 04/01/2023
Solicitantes

MAREAL [FR]

FLOATING STRUCTURE FOR SUPPORTING AN OFFSHORE INSTALLATION AND OFFSHORE INSTALLATION
Nº publicación EP4105116A1 21/12/2022
Solicitantes

IKERLAN S COOP [ES]

Resumen

The invention relates to a floating structure (1) for supporting an offshore installation (2) comprising a support
structure (10) supporting the offshore installation (2) and at least one floating element (20) which is at least partially
submerged in water to provide a buoyancy force to the support structure (10), wherein the floating element (20) is a
used wind turbine blade which is attached to the support structure (10) supporting the offshore installation (2). The
invention also relates to an offshore installation (2) comprising the floating structure (1).

TAIL SPAR BUOY OFFSHORE UPWIND HAWT FOUNDATION
Nº publicación EP4079621A1 26/10/2022
Solicitantes

BANDIERA COSTANTINO [IT]

Resumen

The present invention is a self-yaw Spar Buoy offshore floating foundation to align and to keep a HAWT unhindered
upwind. The HAWT (1), it is united to the top of the tower (2) with its rotor (lb) at forward side. The hull consisting in a
main cylindrical vertical column (3a), united to appendages consisting of an aft hull (3b,c), and a forward
displacement bulb (3e) below water line, either an angled vertical stem (3d) above. This is an Asymmetric Spar Buoy
(3) with the mooring link at bow shell (5a). When wind blows on the anchored Tail Spar Buoy, it sways along the
perimeter of a curve around anchoring point. It yaws, where the tail hull windward and the bow mooring hawse
aligned with the upwind mooring line along wind direction. The Tail Spar Buoy bow alignment gets the upwind HAWT
alignment. The compact shell shape minimizes the impact of wind waves to the column and the tendency of
misalignment of the buoy due to transversal currents. The steel construction of hull is common to shipbuilding, marine
offshore sectors by welding and installation of piping, operation, maintenance. The structural ballast system (4)
increases stability. Tail Spar is moored with a turnable system (5) integrated to the electrical line (6) to get electric
power to onshore.
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METHOD AND DEVICE OF CONTROLLING AN OPERATION OF A FLOATING WIND TURBINE
Nº publicación EP4063643A1 28/09/2022
Solicitantes

SIEMENS GAMESA RENEWABLE ENERGY AS [DK]

Resumen

It is described a method of controlling an operation of a floating
wind turbine (1) which performs a yaw rotation, a roll rotation
and a pitch rotation. The method controls a parameter (a) of the
operation of the wind turbine (1) by determining a pitch rotation
(b); determining a roll rotation (c); calculating a pitch difference
(d) between the determined pitch rotation (b) and a wind turbine
pitch reference (f); calculating a roll difference (g) between the
determined roll rotation (c) and a wind turbine roll reference (h); determining a pitch and roll impact value (i) based on
the pitch difference (d) and the roll difference (g); determining a reference (j) of the parameter (a) based on a
predefined reference (k) of the parameter (a) and the pitch and roll impact value (i); and controlling the parameter (a)
of the wind turbine (1) based on the reference (j) of the parameter (a).

SAFETY SYSTEM FOR OFFSHORE WIND TURBINE SUPPORTED BY A FLOATING FOUNDATION
Nº publicación EP4059826A1 21/09/2022
Solicitantes

SIEMENS GAMESA RENEWABLE ENERGY AS [DK]

Resumen

There is described a safety system for an offshore wind turbine
(100) supported by a floating foundation (114), the floating
foundation being secured to a plurality of anchors (131, 132,
13n) at a seabed (104) by a corresponding plurality of mooring
lines (121, 122, 12n). The safety system comprises a safety
controller (251, 252, 25n) and at least one electrically
conductive wire per mooring line (241a, 21b, 242a, 242b, 24na,
24nb), each electrically conductive wire being configured to
extend from the safety controller along a mooring line to the
corresponding anchor at the seabed and back to the safety
controller. The safety controller is configured to determine
whether each of the electrically conductive wires is intact or
broken, and to issue an alarm signal if it is determined that an
electrically conductive wire is broken. Further, an offshore wind
turbine comprising such a safety system, and a method (300) of
providing safety for an offshore wind turbine supported by a
floating foundation are described.
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